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 The source code of this application is a zip file. Every source code as well as the executable file should be  compiled by using
the Visual Studio 2017 and then the installation of this version of Catia can be done  from the Software Center. The installation
of this version of Catia is easy if it is not the first time  you use this software.  Because in this case if you have  never used this
version of Catia before, you have to  install the components of Visual Studio 2017 on your computer. After installing it, go to

the folder of.exe and  restart the computer. Then open the file catia.exe in it and it will be installed. For you if it is the first time
that you use this application, you have to  download and install the components of Visual Studio 2017  in the case you do not
have them. After installing it, go to the folder of.exe and restart the computer. Then open the file catia.exe in it and it will be
installed. After the installation, it will show that the version is not the correct version of the program. Because the file called
“catia.exe” that you just installed, is  the version of software that Microsoft released, that was used for the installation of this

version of Catia. If the version of software that you installed is not the exact version of the program that you want, you must not
be concerned. Because when you open the file “catia.exe” that you just installed, it will be open and you can use the newest

version of the software. 1.  Data Importing: After installation, you can use the “Data Importing” to import.stp,.dwg, and.dxf files
to the model. Afterwards, save them to the folder. 2.  Data Export: After importing the model to the file, you can export the

model that you just created into.stp,.dwg, and.dxf file formats. 3.  Data Generating: After importing the model to the file, you
can generate the surface model of the surface to be used in the model. This step is known as “Data Generating”. In order to

generate the surface, you must choose the surface (Any surface that you want in the program). After choosing the surface, click
on “ 82157476af
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